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Pub'lic Service Electric and Gas Company P.O. Box 236 Hancocks Bridge, New Jersey 08038 -

Nuclear Department

May 15, 1989

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
, Document Control-Desk
Washington,.DC 20555

Dear Sir:

HOPE CREEK GENERATING STATION
DOCKET NO. .50-354
UNIT NO. 1
LICENSEE EVENT REPORT 89-009-00

This Licensee Event Report is being submitted pursuant
to the requirements of 10CFR50.73 (a) (2) (iv) and
10CFR50.73(a)(2)(v).

Sincerely,

(.. .|4
d.J. Hagan
General Manager -
Hope Creek Operations

RBC/
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On 4/14/89 at 0806, an overvoltage condition affecting both Class lE
Channel "C" 125VDC battery chargers resulted in a loss of Channel "C" ECCS
instrumentation when the associated inverter tripped. Technical
Specification 3.0.3 was entered due to the loss of operability of this
channel. At 0840, during restoration of power to the Channel "C" ECCS
instrumentation (T.S. 3.0.3 exited at this time), a voltage spike resulted
in initiation of an invalid Channel "C" ECCS Loss of Coolant Accident
(LOCA) Level 1 signal. All Channel "C" ECCS actuations and isolations
occurred as designed. During this transient, the "C" Reactor Feedpump
Turbine tripped, and when vessel level decreased to +30 inches as a result
of this trip, a Reactor Recirculation runback occurred. Reactor power
stabilized at approximately 74%. After verifying none of the Channel "C"
system responses were necessary, all systems were returned to a normal
configuration and reactor power was increased. Investigation subsequent
to the event determined that multiple factors combined to cause the
overall transient response. While the event was initiated by a personnel
error resulting in a high voltage condition affec*ing both Class lE
Channel "C" 125VDC battery chargers, other personnel errors and procedural
inadequacies significantly contributed to the event. Corrective actions
assigned to this evenu are primarily administrative in nature, based on
investigation subsequent to the incident.
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PLANT AND SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION

General Electric - Boiling Water Reactor (BWR/4)
EIIS Designators are noted by IXXI within text.

IDENTIFICATION OF OCCURRENCE

Initiation Of Channel "C" Emergency Core Cooling System Logic
Following Over Voltage Trip Of Class lE Channel "C" ECCS
Instrument Inverter - Multiple causes
Event Date: 4/14/89
Event Time: 0806
This LER was initiated by Incident Report No. 89-030

CONDITIONS PRIOR TO OCCURRENCE

Plant in OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1 (Power Operation), steady
state operation.

DESCRIPTION OF OCCURRENCE

On 4/14/89 at 0806, an overvoltage condition affecting both
Class lE Channel "C" 125VDC battery chargers IBYCl (ICD 413 /

1CD414 ) and overvoltage trip of the Channel "C" Emergency Core
Cooling System (ECCS) Instrumentation Inverter lINVT)
(lRLEY-K601C) rendered the following ECCS systems inoperable:

- High Pressure Coolant Injection (HPCI) IBJ)
Low Pressure Core Injection (LPCI) mode of Residual Heat-

Removal (RHR) (Bol loop "C"
Core Spray System IBMI loop "C"-

The concurrent loss of operability to these three subsystems
resulted in entry to Technical Specification 3.0.3. The
1CD413 battery charger was restored to normal operation within
20 seconds, however, 1RLEY-K601C could not be reset because DC
input voltage had not decreased to the necessary reset value.

The Senior Nuclear Shift Supervisor (SNSS, SRO licensed)
dispatched Maintenance Department personnel to reset 1RLEY-K601C.
After locally assess ng the the inverter, it was determined
that a lower input voltage would be required to reset the
inverter, as such, at 0840 the power supply fuse was removed and
immediately reinstalled. This action was successful in
resetting 1RLEY-K601C and energizing the Channel "C" ECCS

| instrumentation, therefore Technical Specification 3.0.3 was
exited at this time.
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DESCRIPTION OF OCCURRENCE, CONT'D

During this restorat?on, a voltage transient in the
instrumentation power distribution bus caused an invalid
Channel "C" Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) Level 1 initiation
signal. In response to this signal, the following actuations /
isolations occurred, per design:

Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) TEKI "C" start-

Channel "C" ECCS pump starts (HPCI, LPCI, Core Spray)-

- Control Room Emergency Filtration (CREF) (VII system "A"
Service Water Pump "C" (BIl-

Channel "C" LOCA level 1 isolations-

Channel "C" LOCA load sheds-

In addition, the "C" Reactor Feedpump Turbine ISJI tripped on a
low lube oil pressure signal as a result of a loss of the
turbine main oil pump when non-Class lE Channel "C" LOCA loads
were shed. The subsequent level transient to less than 30"
(RPV level 4), coincident with the "C" RFPT trip, resulted in
an intermediate runback of the Reactor Recirculation lADI pumps
and reduced reactor power from 3293MWt to 2437MWt.

After verifying that the LOCA Level 1 logic initiation was
unnecessary, the HPCI turbine was tripped (no injection had
occurred), all ECCS initiation and isolation signals were
reset, and the plant was restored to a normal configuration.
At 0845, the Reactor Recirculation runback was reset and power
ascension commenced at 15% per hour. A four-hour report was
made IAW 10CFR50.72.

ANALYSIS OF OCCURRENCE

Because of the system interrelationships which led to the
overall transient response, the analysis that follows is
presented in three distinct sections for ease of understanding:

The initiation of the event (the over voltage condition-

affecting both Class lE Channel "C" battery chargers)

- The tripping of the ECCS Channel "C" instrument inverter,
subsequent restoration of the inverter, and associated
ECCS system responses

The tripping of the "C" RFPT and subsequent Reactor-

Recirculation system runback with accompanying power
reduction.

_ _ _ -____ ---_- -___ _
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1. Initiation of The Event

At 0806, during normal morning rounds, the kaxiliary Building
Equipment Operator.(EO, non-licensed) noticed that the Class 1E
Channel "C" Battery Chargers (ICD 413 and 1CD414). were both-
indicating an output voltage of 138VDC (normal maximum voltage
is 137.5VDC). A check of the equalizing charge timers (refer
to Figure 1, below) led the EO to believe that both chargers
were in the " equalize" mode (1CD413 near the end of'a timed
equalize, and ICD 414 in a continuous . equalize mode). The EO
recognized this alignment as an improper system configuration.
In an attempt to return the chargers to a proper alignment, the
EO positioned the 1CD413 equalize timer to what he thought was
'the "O" (float) position. In actuality, the timer was already
at "0" and-he rotated the timer to the " HOLD" (continuous
equalize) position. Combined with the timer for 1CD414 already
being in " HOLD", this action resulted in .an overvoltage
condition on both chargers. Additionally, the momentary. high
voltage condition was propagated on the 125VDC bus and resulted
.in a trip of the ECCS Instrumentation Inverter (1RLEY-K601C).

As a result of the trip of 1RLEY-K601C, the SNSS directed entry
into Technical Specification 3.0.3, which mandates correction
of the entry condition within 1 hour, or initiating steps to be
in a hot shutdown condition within the next 12 hours.

FIGURE 1

Battery Charger Equalize Timer

1CD413 1CD414
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1. Initiation of Event (Cont'd)

The investigation subsequent to the event determined the
following:

A. In an effort to correct an off-normal condition, the EO
operated controls which are normally the responsibility of
the Maintenance Department. This action was taken without
knowledge of the potential system effects or requesting
direction from the SNSS.

B. As previously noted, 1CD414 was in the equalize mode.
Maintenance Department procedures for performing an
equalize charge require that a station tagging system
" CAUTION" tag be placed on any charger in an equalize
mode. 1CD414 did not have a " CAUTION" tag affixed to the
charger, which contributed to the EO's lack of awareness
of system status.

Maintenance Department investigation determined that
during the course of initiating the battery charge, the
job supervisor did not initiate a tagging request as
required by the procedure.

C. The. Nuclear Training Department concluded that
inconsistencies exist between the Operations Department
Procedure on battery charging and the Maintenance
Department Procedure which addresses the same evolution.
Because Maintenance Department has the responsibility for
conducting battery charging evolutions, all actions with
r3spect to battery charging in the Operations Department
procedure should be deleted.

2. ECCS Inverter Trip, Re-enercization, and Channel "C" LOCA
Sicnal Generation

The ECCS Instrument Inverter tripped on overvoltage at the
onset of this event, as previously described. When the battery
chargers were returned to service (approximately 20 seconds
into the event), 1RLEY-K601C could not be reset because DC input
voltage had not decreased to the necessary reset value
(132VDC). The SNSS consulted the Maintenance Department and it
was determined that the infeed source to 1RLEY-K601C would have
to be de-energized to allow resetting.
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2. ECCS Inverter Trip, Re-enercization, and Channel "C" LOCA
Sianal Generation (Cont'd)

The potential for ECCS system logic response was not considered
when determining the best course for resetting and
re-energizing the inverter. Previous experiences with
1RLEY-K601C and similar inverters indicated that re-energizing
ECCS inverters was a benign evolution and that all trip units
in the ECCS logic would assume their original state when
powered back up. As such, the Maintenance Department
supervisor elected to reset the inverter by removing and
immediately re-installing the infeed fuse. When the fuse was
re-installed, and the inverter reset, a voltage spike energized
the correct combination or sequence of trip units and satisfied
the Channel "C" ECCS logic. At this point, the previously
described ECCS actuations, isolations, and load sheds occurred
as the result of the invalid LOCA Level 1 signal.

In similar circumstances on previous occasions (refer to the
PREVIOUS OCCURRENCE section of this report), the right
combination of trip units were not energized in a state which
would result in a full Channel "C" LOCA logic initiation.

The investigation subsequent to the event determined the
following:

A. No existing procedure provides a standardized method for
resetting or le-energizing the ECCS instrumentation
inverters.

B. The design of the power supply circuit to the ECCS logic
was reviewed by Systems Engineering. It was determined
that the potential exists for modifying the power supply
circuit to render it less susceptible to electrical system
transients.

C. During the review of the alarm chronolog for this event,

it was determined that the Channel "C" ECCS instrument
inverter power supply did exceed the inverter overvoltage
trip setpoint. This conclusion was reached because a
battery charger overvoltage alarm (144VDC) was recorded on
the chronolog as a precursor to the inverter trip. The
inverter overvoltage trip setpoint is 140VDC.

_ _- _. _. - - _ - _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ -
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3. Reactor Feed Pump Turbine Trip and Subsecuent Reactor
Recirculation System Runback / Load Reduction

During the course of the previously described LOCA Level 1 load
sheds, the power supply breaker to RFPT "C" main oil pump was
shed. This resulted in a low lube oil pressure trip of the
RFPT. The remaining feedpumps (A & B) could not immediately
compensate for the loss of "C" RFP, and vessel level dropped
from the normal +35 inches to below +30 inches. This resulted
in an intermediate runback of the Reactor Recirculation System,
and reactor power decreased to approximately 74%.

1
'Following restoration of the Channel "C" ECCS LOCA Level 1

logic (0845), the Reactor Recirculation System runback was
reset, and power ascension commenced. At 0848, the trip of
RFPT "C" was reset and the "C" feedpump was returned to
service.

The investigation subsequent to the event determined the
following:

<

A. In renponse to a previous similar occurrence (ref: LER
88-019), Systems Engineering developed a test to determine
if the RFPT auxiliary oil pump could be utilized as a
backup to prevent RFPT trips on loss of the main oil pump
A work order was written in January of 1989 to conduct
this test and was scheduled for the February March-

midcycle maintenance outage. Due to outage constraints
and previously scheduled feedpump outages which would
provide access for these tests at power, a decision was
mada to defer the test. At the time of this occurrence,
the work order was still awaiting completion.

B. The work order described above was properly prioritized
IAW station guidelines. Those items which do not affect
plant safety or represent outage startup restraints are
generally assigned a priority which reflects the urgency
of the workorder in terms of potential impact to
electrical generating capacity.

ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS

1. The primary cause of the initiating event (high voltage
condition of both Channel "C" battery chargers) was a
personnel error on the part of the Equipment Operator as
previously described.

|
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ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS, CONT'D

2. The primary cause of the Channel "C" ECCS LOCA Level 1
logic initiation was the lack of a standardized method for
resetting the ECCS instrumentation inverters.

3. No specific root cause can be assigned to the tripping of
the Reactor Feed Pump Turbine and subsequent power
reduction due to the Reactor Recirculation system runback.
The tripping of the RFPT was a normal system response as a
result of shedding the main oil pump power supply. The
RFPT vendor has stated in the past that, although it may
be possible to modify the RFPT oil delivery system
instrumentation such that a decrease in control oil
pressure will start the auxiliary oil pump in time to
avoid a trip of the RFPT, the system was not designed in
this manner. The intent of the previously described test
is to determine if such a modification could be
successfully implemented.

PREVIOUS OCCURRENCES

In researching this incident for previous occurrences, it was
determined that certain aspects of a variety of previous
occurrences were similar in nature to those described in this
report:

LER 87-034 describes a reactor scram which resulted from-

an inverter switching error.

- LER 87-036 describes an ECCS inverter overvoltage trip
that resulted from unknown circumstances, and rendered
ECCS systems inoperable.

- An incident report was written in 1986 to document an ECCS
inverter overvoltage trip that resulted from problems
experienced while performing an equalizing battery charge.

- LER 88-019 describes an ECCS Channel "C" LOCA logic
initiation caused by test equipment problems encountered
during the course of performing a surveillance procedure.
During the course of this event, the "C" RFPT tripped due
to circumstances identical to those described in this
report, and the previously discussed MOP /AOP transition
test was developed in response to LER 88-019.
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SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE

This incident posed no threat to the health and safety of the
general public. The Channel "C" ECCS systems which initiated
and isolated functioned as designed. No injection to the;

' reactor vessel occurred. Addi tional.ly , redundant ECCS channels
were unaffected and available for service if needed.

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

1. The Equipment Operator who performed the battery charger
switching that initiated the event was counselled with
respect to his actions which led to this occurrence.

2. Operations Department management will review this event
with all department personnel, stressing the need for
having adequate knowledge of equipment and potential
system effects prior to attempting correction of any
condition perceived as off-normal.

3. The Maintenance Department supervisor who failed to
initiate a " CAUTION" tagging request for the battery
charger which was in the equalizing mode was counselled
with respect to his actions which contributed to this
occurrence.

4. Technical Department will eliminate procedure steps which
address 125VDC battery charging within the Operations
Department procedure, and ensure any inconsistencies
within the Maintenance Department procedure are corrected.

5. Technical Department will coordinate the revising or
initiating of applicable procedures to address methods and
precautions for resetting ECCS instrumentation inverters.
Additionally, alarm response procedures will be revised as
deemed necessary.

6. Systems Engineering will review ne design of the ECCS
instrumentation power supply distribution circuit for
possible improvements.

7. Planning Department has rescheduled the workorder
associated with the RFPT oil system test to ensure this
test is completed at the next available opportunity.
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CORRECTIVE ACTIONS. CONT'D

8. Nuclear Training Department will ' incorporate a review of
this incident into the appropriate training and

,

|- requalification curricula. Additionally, any procedures I

that are modified or created as a result of this event
will also be incorporated into applicable training-

|- programs.

Sincerely
7

h.h | 8f q
4.5. Hagan
General Manager -
Hope Creek Operations

SORC Mtg. 89-047
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